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EDITORIAL**  Gary Roser, Editor 

 

Start thinking about 2020.  For 
this sub-Branch to move on we 

need volunteers.  It can’t just be the 
same people time and time again. 

If you wish to help please put up your 
hand.  For the Elections of the 
Committee next February it will be a 
three year term.  I for one, will not be 
running due to personal reasons.  I 
think most people know of my home situation by now. 

During the October General Meeting I asked for volunteers to help with 
the schools at the Kokoda Track.  There was dead silence.  Only the usual 
people had their name down.  It’s an easy day with us meeting the school 
kids, having a cuppa and cake at the café, and cooking the sausages on the 
bar b q for the kids, the teachers and ourselves.  And that’s it.  If you 
haven’t done it, please have a go. 

**The editorial is entirely my own opinion and does not reflect the Sub-Branch Executive. 

SUB-BRANCH COMMITTEE—2017—2020 

 

President  ......................................  Ron Duckworth — 0408 245 255 

Vice President ..............................  Ian Muirhead,  Ambrose Dinh JP 

Secretary.......................................  Gary Roser JP  

Treasurer  .....................................  Ralph Hannaford 

Minute Secretary  ........................  Lee-Ann Taylor 

Committee  ...................................  Max Stone,  David Tu,  Brian Abbot   

 .......................................................  Ian Kennedy JP,  Greg Brown 

Welfare Officer  ...........................  Greg Brown 

FSMDC Delegates  .......................  Ron Duckworth,  Ian Muirhead 

Alt FSMDC Delegate ...................  Ian Kennedy JP,  Gary Roser JP 

Sub-Branch Trustees  ..................  Ron Duckworth,  Max Stone,  Ralph Hannaford 

Newsletter Editor .........................  Gary Roser JP - 0409 919 364 

Bankstown City Aged Care ........  Ian Muirhead,  Gary Roser JP 

Webmaster ...................................  Max Stone 

Schools Liaison Officer  ..............  Ambrose Dinh JP 
For service ring the Secretary, Gary Roser on 0409 919 364 

Sub-Branch Meetings 

Committee 
Mondays  4.30pm 

Sub-Branch 
Sundays  10:30am 

Jan no meeting 19th January, 2020 

18th February 
AGM  

23rd February 

17th March 22nd March 

21st April  

ANZAC Day — 25th April  
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

As you are aware, at the last meeting Ian and I were 
on our way to Albury to attend State Congress.  
Ambrose chaired that meeting and I thank him for 
doing so.  From all reports, the meeting went well. 

Congress was well conducted and most things went as 
planned.  The proposed Constitution was passed 69.7 % to 30.3 %.  All 
other motions passed with the majority with over 90% in favour.  
Chester-Hill—Carramar sub-Branch withdrew their motions after the 
Constitution was passed.  The Constitution comes into effect on the  
1st December 2019. 

A number of schools have attended the Kokoda Walkway, i.e. Georges 
Hall public School were spread over 3 days due to the size of the 
school, St Mary’s Catholic School and Bass Hill Public School was the 
last for the year. 

School presentation days are coming up in December and we will be 
attending and making the usual presentations. 

Remembrance Day Commemoration held on Monday, November 11th at 
the Club and was well attended.  For the first time in many we had 
entertainment following the lunch.  We also carried out 
Commemoration Services at George’s Manor and Bass Hill Nursing 
Homes 

I attended Bass Hill Public School’s Remembrance Day 
Commemoration Service.  I was accompanied by Ambrose Dinh, Ian 
Kennedy and Trevor Philip.  As part of the day we Dedicated a new 
Memorial constructed on the school ground to Remembrance.  It 
Commemorates the Centenary of the end of the first World War.  The 
sub-Branch is paying for the installation of flag pole to be positioned 
near the Memorial.  Hopefully this will happen within the next couple 
of weeks\. 

Check the next page for the dedication service. 

Finally, have a very happy and safe Christmas and I want to see 
everyone here next year  

Ron Duckworth 
President 
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Unveiling of the Memorial: 

We are here today to dedicate and set apart this Memorial. 

May it remind all who pass this way, of those who served their country, 
even unto death.  May they gain eternal life, and may it remind 
servicemen and women of their promise faithfully to serve their country. 

I wasn’t alive when the Anzac spirit began but I grew up knowing that it 
was a special brand of mateship and comradeship, born on the beaches of 
Gallipoli. 

I can think of people in many parts of the world having been called from 
their homes and communities to serve their country. 

A great number of men and women from our community were brought 
together by reason of all Wars.  Some of these men and women didn’t 
come home.  We have a Memorial in our community so we can remember 
them and those who fought.  

We stand here today to dedicate this Memorial and in doing so I would 
like to challenge each one of you here to make a covenant ----  as many 
soldiers have made. 

They will never desert a mate, nor will they forget to turn up again next 
year 

Dedication of the Memorial: 

I encourage the students to preserve this place for the generations to 
come.  To view it as the sacred place that it is.  I encourage everyone to 
come and visit the memorial and to consume the spirit of this place.  Soak 
in the sacredness of it.  Let it drench you until you are overwhelmed with 
its importance and greatness. 

Veterans come from all walks of life, but they all share several qualities.  
Courage, pride, determination, selflessness, dedication to duty and 
integrity.  One needs these qualities in order to serve a cause greater than 
one’s self. 

We dedicate this site as a sacred place where people will assemble, where 
veterans will gather to share experiences with each other or just stand 
alone to ponder thoughts they can never share with anyone.  Use this 
memorial as a place to heal your very soul. 

We dedicate this memorial to be a place where children will learn lessons 
of freedom from their parents, grandparents and teachers.  We also 
dedicate this memorial as a place where those coming after us will 
recognize our desire to acknowledge those who have sacrificed so much 
for our freedom and they will be encouraged to place the same 
importance on this site as we do here today. 
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SECRETARY’S REPORT 

Hello Members and Friends, 

The end of the year is nigh! 

A hectic year with the closure of the Bass Hill Club, but 
we got through it.  Our new premises at Chester Hill 
RSL Club is just what we needed.  Although at the back 
of the stage, it is nice and quiet.  And the phone doesn’t 
ring.  Why?  Because we haven’t got one.  If you need any of the 
Committee you need to ring the phone number on the Committee card or 
on page two of this Newsletter.  It has both Ron’s and my number.  If you 
are afraid of the cost of the mobile call?  Ask us to ring back. 

Many thanks go to the Chester Hill—Carramar Sub-Branch for allowing 
us to combine with them for Remembrance Day, both at the Memorial for 
the Service and in the Club for lunch and great entertainment. 

Congratulations to both Ron Shulties and Alex Macdonald on their 
celebration of a 100 years birthday.  Although Alex is living in Coffs 
Harbour, he remains a long term Member of Bass Hill. 

Lastly, a great Christmas and New Year to All.  And we will see you next 
year. 

Gary Roser J.P. 

Welfare Officer: Greg Brown 0400 190 755 
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Why Do the Alphabet song and  
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star have the same tune?  

 
Why did you just try singing the two songs above?  
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Aphorism is a statement of truth or opinion expressed in 
a concise and witty manner. The term is often applied to 
philosophical, moral and literary principles. 
 
 I read that 4,153,237 people got married last year. Not to 

cause any trouble, but shouldn't that be an even number? 

 I find it ironic that the colours red, white, and blue stand for 
freedom until they are flashing behind you. 

 When wearing a bikini, women reveal 90% of their body. 

Men are so polite they only look at the covered parts. 

 Relationships are a lot like algebra. Have you ever looked 
at your X and wondered Y? 

 America is a country which produces citizens who will 
cross the ocean to fight for democracy but won't cross the 
street to vote. 

 You know that tingly little feeling you get when you love 
someone? That's your common sense leaving your body. 

 My therapist says I have a preoccupation with vengeance. 
We'll see about that. 

 I think my neighbour is stalking me as she's been Googling 
my name on her computer. I saw it through my telescope 
last night. 

 Money talks ... but all mine ever says is good-bye. 

 You're not fat, you're just easier to see. 

 I always wondered what the job application is like at Hoot-
ers. Do they just give you a bra and say, "Here, fill this 
out?" 

Now, don’t you feel better knowing what an aphorism 
is? 

https://literarydevices.net/moral/
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You Know When Your Over the Hill When…… 

Walking can add minutes to your life.  This ena-
bles you at 75 years old to spend an additional 
5 months in a nursing home at $6000 per 
month. 

I like long walks, especially when they are taken 
by people who annoy me. 

The only reason I would take up walking is so 
that I could hear heavy breathing again  

I have to walk early in the morning, before my 
brain figures out what I'm doing. 

I joined a health club last year and spent about 400 quid, but 
haven't lost a pound.  Apparently you have to go there.  

My grandpa started walking five miles a day when he was 60.  
Now he's 97 years old and we don't know where the hell he 
is. 

Every time I hear the dirty word 'exercise', I wash my mouth 
out with chocolate. 

The advantage of exercising every day is so when you die, 
they'll say, 'Well, she looks good doesn't she.'  

If you are going to try cross-country skiing, start with a small 
country. 

I know I got a lot of exercise the last few years,...... just get-
ting over the hill. 

We all get heavier as we get older, because there's a lot more 
information in our heads.  That's my story and I'm sticking to 
it. 

Every time I start thinking too much about how I look, I just 
find a hotel with Happy Hour and by the time I leave, I look 
just fine. 
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Alex, his son John, daughter Kerry and 
granddaughter Shinae 

Congratulations to Alex Macdonald on his 100th Birthday 

Congratulations to Ron Shulties on his 100th Birthday 

L to R:    Daughter Rhonda,  Ron,   
Our Welfare Officer Greg Brown, and Son Robert 
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Kokoda Track Memorial Walkway 
Facebook Monday, 4

th
 November, 2019  

by Eileen Bailey in “Remembering Our Veterans” Post 

96-year-old veteran Reg Chard was given a standing ovation after his 
address at the Kokoda Track Memorial Walkway during Sunday's 
Kokoda Day commemoration service. Reg was inspirational in describing 
the New Guinea campaign in WWII, and even more so in speaking from 
the heart to admit that he'd contemplated suicide after his beloved wife 
had died - only to find fresh hope and motivation by becoming an integral 
member of the team of guides at the Kokoda Track Memorial Walkway. 

Editor: 

Reg is a Member of our Bass Hill RSL sub-Branch having transferred 
from Liverpool sub-Branch of which he was member for many, many 
years.  Reg lives in Villawood and travels nearly every day to the Kokoda 
Track Memorial to help arrange and assist the guides in taking students 
and adults along the Memorial Walkway. He receives no payment for his 
services, and considers himself to be lucky to be able to do so. 
Reg was a World War Two gunner with 55/53 AIF on the Kokoda Trail 
in New Guinea, so he knows what he is talking about. 

https://www.facebook.com/KokodaTrackMemorialWalkway/?__tn__=%2CdkCH-R-R&eid=ARCsitypo0dysQMzyS0CouGJ1nA6fykUVKq2Mo5bWT3QYRwRCqE0bSQy7DCb52CZeZBfLtzmgaHgypes&hc_ref=ARTHh91zv21VwjoryDXgI6Fvt3nEcCgp3Ckxk3_aIKgI0A_uhMNCvhTD5MdPjqxiT5U&fref=nf&hc_location=group
https://www.facebook.com/KokodaTrackMemorialWalkway/photos/a.1339773326164678/1878584455616893/?type=3
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LONELY BUSH GRAVES 

There’s a story of legends that has to be told 
But there’s no names to mention as this tale unfolds. 
These battles were fought in a place with no name. 
Somewhere on that track of Kokoda fame. 

Isurava and Sandakan are battles known well 
Where soldiers survived with stories to tell. 
But in tiny dugouts beside that infamous track 
Small pockets of men held the Japanese back. 

From strategic positions they slowed the advance. 
Though escaping from same they had little chance. 
These minute battles were not recorded at all. 
For the soldiers involved would inevitably fall. 

Just young men at arms with a duty to do. 
That they all would die was something they knew. 
Without their sheer courage the war would be lost. 
They had to fight on whatever the cost. 

And fight on they did to the very last man. 
Having done all they could to upset the Japs’ plan. 
The debt that we owe them cannot be repaid. 
To those un-named heroes in their lonely bush graves. 

Bill Charlton c 2015 

Reg Chard displaying the award 
presented by Strathfield Council for 
his dedication as a volunteer at the 
Kokoda Track Memorial Walkway. 
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From Wikipedia 

The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier refers to a monument dedicated to 
the services of an unknown soldier and to the common memories of all 
soldiers killed in any war. Such tombs can be found in many nations and 
are usually high-profile national monuments.  Throughout history, many 
soldiers have died in war with their remains being unidentified.  
Following World War I, a movement arose to commemorate these 
soldiers with a single tomb, containing the body of one such unidentified 
soldier. 

During the First World War, the British and French armies who were 
allies during the war jointly decided to bury soldiers themselves.  In the 
UK, under the Imperial War Graves Commission (now Commonwealth 
War Graves Commission), the Reverend David Railton had seen a grave 
marked by a rough cross while serving in the British Army as a chaplain 
on the Western Front, which bore the pencil-written legend "An 
Unknown British Soldier" 

He suggested (together with the French in their own country) the creation 
at a national level of a symbolic funeral and burial of an "Unknown 
Warrior", proposing that the grave should in the UK include a national 
monument in the form of what is usually, but not in this particular case, a 
headstone.  The idea received the support of the Dean of Westminster, 
Prime Minister David Lloyd George, and later from King George V, 
responding to a wave of public support.  At the same time, a similar 
concern grew in France.  In November 1916, a local officer of Le 
Souvenir français proposed the idea of burying "an unknown soldier" in 
the Panthéon.  A formal bill was presented in Parliament in November 
1918.  The decision was voted into law on September 1919. 

The United Kingdom and France conducted services connected with their 
'monumental' graves (as presumably newly conceived, and in any case 
approved, by their respective armies) on Armistice Day 1920 (the burial 
itself taking place later in January of the following year in France).  In the 
UK, the Tomb of the Unknown Warrior was created at Westminster 
Abbey, while in France La tombe du soldat inconnu was placed in the Arc 
de Triomphe. 

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_monument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_I
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonwealth_War_Graves_Commission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonwealth_War_Graves_Commission
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Railton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Army
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_chaplain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Front_(World_War_I)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dean_of_Westminster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Lloyd_George
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_V_of_the_United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Le_Souvenir_fran%C3%A7ais
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Le_Souvenir_fran%C3%A7ais
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panth%C3%A9on
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armistice_Day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb_of_the_Unknown_Warrior
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westminster_Abbey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westminster_Abbey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb_of_the_Unknown_Soldier_(France)
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The idea of a symbolic Tomb of the Unknown Soldier then spread to 
other countries.  In 1921, the United States unveiled its own Tomb of the 
Unknown Soldier, Portugal its Túmulo do Soldado Desconhecido, and 
Italy its La tomba del Milite Ignoto.  Other nations have followed the 
practice and created their own tombs. 

In Chile and Ukraine, second 'unknown tombs' were unveiled to 
commemorate The Unknown Sailor. 

1920 

Today 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb_of_the_Unknown_Soldier_(Arlington)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb_of_the_Unknown_Soldier_(Arlington)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb_of_the_Unknown_Soldier_(Portugal)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomb_of_the_Unknown_Soldier_(Italy)
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What do we know about  
Australia's Unknown Soldier? 

By Penny McLintock    ABCNEWS  First posted 11 Nov 2013, 8:02am  © 

Twenty years ago, the remains of an unknown Australian soldier 
killed during World War I were exhumed from a French cemetery 
and interred in the Hall of Memory at the Australian War Memorial 
in Canberra. 

How and why was this soldier chosen to represent all Australians who 
have been killed in war? 

Michael McKernan was the memorial's deputy director at the time and 
helped managed the entombment. 

"It was an extraordinary event," he said. 

"It's a very unusual thing to 
take a man that's been 
buried for at least 75 years 
and dig up his remains and 
bring him back to 
Australia." 

The idea to entomb an 
unknown soldier at the War 
Memorial was first put 
forward in the 1920s when 
Britain interred an unknown 
soldier at Westminster 
Abbey and the French 
buried a soldier at the Arc 
de Triomphe. 

But there was a lot of opposition to the idea of doing the same in 
Australia, including from the Commonwealth War Graves Commission. 

"They had a blanket ban on the removal of any bodies from their graves 
to anywhere else," Dr McKernan said. 

He himself was also initially hesitant but after years of negotiation and 
planning, it was decided a soldier's remains would be dug up from the 
Adelaide Cemetery in France. 

"It changed the character of the memorial.  It gave a focus to the Hall of 
Memory," he said. 

The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier at the 
Australian War Memorial in Canberra.  

(AAP: Andrew Taylor, file photo) 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/penny-travers/167092
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-10/a-wreath-lays-at-the-tomb-of-the-unknown-soldier/5081768
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-10/a-wreath-lays-at-the-tomb-of-the-unknown-soldier/5081768
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-10/a-wreath-lays-at-the-tomb-of-the-unknown-soldier/5081768
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-10/a-wreath-lays-at-the-tomb-of-the-unknown-soldier/5081768
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"He's somewhere on that 
Roll of Honour in the 
cloisters.  He ties it all 
together - the events, the 
exhibitions, the whole story 
of remembrance of that war 
- and of course he stands for 
Australians who have fallen 
in subsequent wars and will 
fall in future wars." 

Former prime minister Paul 
Keating delivered the eulogy 
at the entombment on 
November 11, 1993. 

The address is considered a 
landmark speech and today a 
new bronze panel will be installed at the Hall of Memory marking the 
anniversary. 

Two inscriptions on the tomb will also be replaced with words from the 
eulogy: "He is all of them, and he is one of us." 

Mr Kelson hopes Australians will understand something deeper about the 
impact of war this Remembrance Day. 

"Every lad that comes back from Afghanistan, or anywhere else, he is 
represented by that one soldier who stands for all of the war dead in the 
past, in the present, and in the future," he said. 

 

 

 

“We Will Remember Them” 

The remains of an unknown soldier are 
interred in the Hall of Memory at the 

Australian War Memorial in Canberra  
on November 11, 1993 

(Australian War Memorial: Ray McJannett) 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-08/unknown-soldier-hall-of-memory-australian-war-memorial/5080252
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-08/unknown-soldier-hall-of-memory-australian-war-memorial/5080252
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-08/unknown-soldier-hall-of-memory-australian-war-memorial/5080252
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-08/unknown-soldier-hall-of-memory-australian-war-memorial/5080252
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-08/unknown-soldier-hall-of-memory-australian-war-memorial/5080252
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NAVY

The Following articles appeared in the  
Navy, Army and RAAF Newspapers & Media Releases 

www.defence.gov.au/news/navynews,  
www.defence.gov.au/news/armynews  
www.defence.gov.au/news/raafnews 

Double Eagle Mk. II 

The Royal Australian Navy's Huon class minehunter, coastal vessels 
are fitted with a pair of electrically powered Saab Double Eagle Mk. 
II remotely operated underwater vehicles (ROV) for mine disposal.  

The Double Eagle is equipped with a searchlight, closed-circuit low 
light television camera and an on-board close range identification 
sonar. Commands are relayed via a fibre optic link inside the 
vehicle's 1,000 metre tether, which also relays sensor images for 
display on the ship's multifunction console in the operations room. 

Each Double Eagle ROV is fitted with either a disposal charge slung 
beneath or an explosive or mechanical cutter designed to sever the 
wire rope or chain holding moored mines. 

HMAS Huon recovers its Double Eagle Mk. II  
unmanned underwater vehicle  

http://www.defence.gov.au/news/navynews
http://www.defence.gov.au/news/armynews
http://www.defence.gov.au/news/raafnews
https://www.navy.gov.au/fleet/ships-boats-craft/mhc
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Unmanned System Type Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV) 

Class Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) 

Role 
Mine identification 
Mine disposal 

Builder Saab 

Dimensions & Displacement 

Length 2.2 metres 

Beam 1.3 metres 

Performance 

Speed 6 knots (maximum) 

Range 500 metres (operational depth) 

Armament 

Physical Countermeasures Disposal charge 

Sonars Close range identification sonar 

Electro-optic Systems Closed-circuit, low light colour camera 

HMAS Larrakia (II)  
 
The Australian Defence Force (ADF) contribution to enhanced engage-
ment in the South-West Pacific region has continued on the island of 
Tongatapu, Tonga. ADF personnel joined His Majesty’s Armed Forces 
of Tonga (HMAF) and local authorities to conduct a variety of activities 
with a focus on capability, education and training. Australia and Tonga 
have a strong relationship based on shared ideologies of security, peace 
and prosperity for all nations in the Pacific.  

Armidale Class Patrol boat 
HMAS Larrakia (II) sails towards 
Queen Salote Wharf, Nuku'alofa 
during an ADF visit to Tonga.  
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Photographer: CPL Tristan Kennedy 

 

Two autonomous Australian Army M113 AS4 armoured vehicles conducted 
fire and manoeuvre demonstrations alongside crewed vehicles, UAS and 
ground robots to Department of Defence senior leadership at the Majura 
Training Area, ACT, on Thursday 31 October 2019. The demonstration 
showcased the potential for robotic and autonomous systems to enhance 
Army’s capabilities on operations. 

M777 155mm lightweight towed howitzer 

The M777 lightweight towed howitzer (LWTH) is the latest artillery 
piece to be employed by the Australian Army. 

The M777 is the latest artillery piece to be employed by the Australian 
Army. The M777 replaces the L119 105mm light gun and the M198 
155mm medium gun in Royal Australian Artillery units. 

This new equipment is a significant advance in Army’s capabilities as the 
gun has a much higher level of digital connectivity allowing more rapid, 
safe and accurate application of effects across the battlespace. The M777 
can link with Australian and coalition networks providing accurate and 
timely responses as required to support ground forces in all weather 
conditions, day or night. 

ARMY 

Army Autonomous Systems Demonstration  (Robots) 

A Ghost Robotics 
unmanned ground 
vehicle supports 
Australian Army 
soldiers conduct an 
enemy position 
clearance during an 
autonomous sys-
tems showcase at 
the Majura Training 
Area, Canberra. 
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The M777 provides direct support to combat troops through offensive and 
defensive fires with conventional and precision-guided projectiles. It can 
also employ illuminating and smoke projectiles. 

The M777 will be towed behind the Mack gun tractor and the Mack 
replacement procured under Project Land 121. It can also be lifted by the 
Army CH-47 Chinook helicopter and carried in the Air Force C-17A 
Globemaster III and C-130J Hercules aircraft. The M777 is deployable by 
Navy watercraft and amphibious vessels. 

Calibre - 155mm 

Weight - 4100kg 

Length - 10.7 metres in deployed configuration or 9.5 metres in towed 
configuration 

Rate of fire - 2 x rounds per minute (sustained) or 5 x rounds per minute 
(rapid) 

Effective range - 24km for conventional rounds or 30km for improved 
rounds 
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RAAF 

New C-17 Hanger handed over to No. 36 Squadron 

A dedicated new 
maintenance hangar for 
No. 36 Squadron’s 
(36SQN's) fleet of  
C-17A Globemaster 
aircraft was formally 
handed over to Defence 
at RAAF Base 
Amberley during a 
ribbon-cutting 
ceremony. 

With 5000 square 
metres of floor space, 
the hangar can 

accommodate either a C-17A or a KC-30A Multi-Role Tanker Transport. 

It also has a logistics warehouse and maintenance workshop for the 
squadron, replacing legacy facilities elsewhere at RAAF Base Amberley. 

Following project approval in 2015, construction of the hangar began in 
March 2017 and has been one of many significant infrastructure projects 
underway on base regularly awarded to local Defence Industry partners. 

Group Captain (GPCAPT) Steve Pesce, Officer Commanding No. 86 
Wing, said the hangar is a welcome addition. 

“It’s hard to image a squadron without a hangar of its own, and a facility 
likes this makes the job of supporting eight C-17As much easier for 
36SQN,” GPCAPT Pesce said. 

“Until now, C-17A maintenance has been conducted inside the KC-30A 
hangar at RAAF Base Amberley, or on the tarmac in the open air. 

“Having a hangar, maintenance workshop, and logistics warehouse under 
one roof makes the job of supporting the C-17A more efficient, and 
ensures the aircraft are more available for Defence tasking.” 

The hangar also features a telescopic docking system which allows 
technicians to safely access the exterior of a C-17A, or other large aircraft 

that can be accommodated in the hangar. 
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Untrained RAAF Dogs seeking new homes 

The Royal Australian Air Force Security and Fire School have five male 
and 11 female Belgian Malinois dogs that are seeking ideal homes.  
These dogs vary in age from 15 months to eight years old and will be 
available for viewing shortly to provide interested people an opportunity 
to meet the dogs. 

The majority of the dogs on offer did not to display the attributes required 
of a Military Working Dog.  Most commonly the dogs have an 
affectionate disposition, lacking in aggression.  Others have failed to meet 
the strict health requirements for breeding or are mothers requiring a 
comfortable retirement.  All dogs have been assessed as suitable for pet 
life and are of a friendly nature.  Some however are a little boisterous and 
are unsuitable for homing with young children. 

These dogs are predominately untrained; they may acknowledge basic 
commands but for the most part have no basic obedience training. 
However, they are indeed trainable and basic obedience training is highly 
recommended.  It is further recommended that you thoroughly research 
the Belgian Malinois breed as they are not a suitable pet for everyone. 
Pedigree papers are not available but all dogs have been microchipped,  
de-sexed and fully vaccinated. 

To comply with Defence Procurement Guidelines, the dogs must be sold 
by Public Tender.  This requires that interested persons submit a written 
monetary offer for the desired dog and outline the intended use of the dog 
via a short questionnaire.  This will be provided on the day of viewing. 
Although there is a requirement to submit a tender, the monetary offer 
may not necessarily secure the desired canine.  Applications will be 
assessed by a board of members who will determine the most suitable 
home taking into account the best interests of the dog. 

Dogs will be available for viewing on Thursday 24th October 2019, 
between the hours 9am and 11am at Military Working Dog Training and 
Supply Flight, RAAF Security and Fire School (corner of Haigslea 
Amberley Road and Tarakan Road, RAAF Base Amberley). 

Tenders will be finalised 4pm, Thursday 31th October 2019.  To be 
eligible to tender, either you or a representative must view the canines on 
the viewing date.  Application forms will be supplied on the day. 

All enquiries can be emailed to: caninetender.enquiries@defence.gov.au 

Editor:  I put this article in for the interest of those who wonder what happens to Service 
dogs who don’t make the grade. 

mailto:caninetender.enquiries@defence.gov.au
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Remembrance Day 11 November, 2019 

A great day at Chester Hill with our sister 
 sub-Branch Chester Hill-Carramar 
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And Jim Baba couldn’t make it to Chester Hill, so he 
and his family went to a Service at Nelsons Bay.  Jim 
said that his family and he were welcomed with open 
arms by fellow veterans, many who had come 
originally from the Bass Hill area and retired up 
north. 
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LAST POST 
 

Former Member 

Reginald David Collins 
Died 8 October, 2019 

Army then RAAF 
World War II 

Lest we forget 

 


